The SVM algorithm is one of the most efficient classifiers and is used in academia because it 203 can classify from mathematical terms. Therefore, there is a need for a function that describes the 204 factors that must be controlled and that guarantee the good performance of the classification. The 205 SVM predictor model generation is based on support vectors, which are used to learn and define the 206 best separation line in the created hyperplane. The algorithm learns the straight line considering the 207 maximum margin defined by it, thus providing the classification between different classes [23] . The 208 main adjustable parameters are kernel and cost. The use of statistical hypothesis testing in comparisons of classification algorithms implies an 211 analysis complement between them, indicating whether one algorithm is better than another in a 212 specific task and to determine the probability of incorrectly detecting a statistical difference when 213 there are no difference [24] . One of the goals of these tests is to verify the truth of the null hypothesis, 214 which is the statement that there is no distribution difference between samples (data sets). Thus, the 215 hypothesis verified is H0 (valid and not rejected) or H1 (not valid and rejected) [25] . 216 There are different types of statistical hypothesis testing, and paired. The nonparametric characteristic has been selected, as it is necessary to identify whether 242 there is really a statistical difference in classification performance between classification algorithms.
243
The classification accuracy metric coincides with the quantitative variable characteristic. Therefore,
244
it is necessary to use multiple comparison tests because the comparison uses six algorithms. Finally, 245 paired tests are best suited as a single artificial data set is used for training and testing. Therefore, 9 of 23 Friedman test with these characteristics was listed, to be applied for the comparison of classification 247 algorithms on the subsection 4.4 classification precision metric.
248
By testing the null hypothesis, it is possible to find out if data sets are different from each other, 249 but it is not possible to identify which ones are. Therefore, to solve this impasse, the Friedman test 250 is used, which performs multiple comparisons between equal-sized data sets analyzing the variance 251 and randomization between them. The comparison is made from a ranking presented in Figure 4 . To 252 implement, it is necessary to transform the raw data into data that can be sorted [33] .
253 Figure 4 . Friedman test ranking.
In the context of classification algorithms and datasets, x bk represents the placement that the 254 algorithm obtained relative to the ranking dataset. This matches that each ranking row corresponds to 255 the random seed value with which the set was shuffled, and each column corresponds to the algorithm 256 that was applied. Thus, placing x bk corresponds to the value of the classification accuracy metric 257 acquired from the predictor model generated with a given random seed value. Thus, the algorithm 258 with the highest metric value gets the first ranking position, the second-largest will be ranked second, 259 and so on [34] . Equation 1 presents the mathematical calculation of the ranking.
Where:
261
• R i and R j is the sum of the positions of the algorithms i e j in the ranking;
262
• |R i − R j | is the difference between the sum of the algorithms;
is the critical difference.
264
From the calculation of Equation 1, the value of the critical difference is the most important, 265 because it indicates whether there is a statistical difference between the summation values of two 266 algorithms in the ranking. This difference is discovered by subtracting these values. Thus, if the 267 result of the subtraction obtained is greater than the critical distance, then it corresponds that the two 268 algorithms are statistically different and that one of them is better in the face of the task adhered to 269 them, that is, in the data set in which they were applied [35] . Therefore, with the Friedman test, it is 270 possible to identify if there is a statistical difference between classification algorithms in the face of a 271 given data set when there is such a difference. To perform the tests and comparisons, three artificial data sets were generated from a script 274 executed in the NetBeans IDE, consisting of predictor attribute values and classifier attributes arranged 275 in the ARFF file format. All three sets use the same predictor attributes and different classifier attributes, 276 so for each set, a different classification objective is defined, described below:
• Setting: sorts which device configuration notification should be notified;
280
The number of data instances is precisely the same for each set containing 4320 data. The predictor 281 attributes and their values are shown in Figure 5 , and the classifier attributes and their values are 282 shown in Figure 6 . Considering the architecture presented in Figure 7 together, the theoretical framework of smart 322 environments and the UBIPRI discussed in Section 1 and the basis for the classification algorithms 323 described in Section 2. PRINM is an implementation to be developed in UBIPRI to maintain the privacy 324 of environments in the context of receiving notifications, utilizing an intelligent DM engine assigned a 325 classification algorithm that receives attributes regarding the environment, users, and notifications.
326
The manager ensures the delivery of notifications according to the privacy managed by UBIPRI in the 327 smart environment in which it operates.
328
For a better understanding of the proposed architecture, an application scenario was created 329 based on the generated artificial data sets and contextualization presented. The scenario is a car 330 dealership that uses the services of UBIPRI, composed of four different areas, designated showroom, 331 sales, kitchen, and office. Each area has a specific environment type. The scenario also has three users, 332 denominated customer, employee, and owner, who have their IoT devices attached to UBIPRI. As long 333 as users are in the dealership while receiving notifications, PRINM's decision making will notify them.
334 Figure 8 shows the view of the dealership building and each area with its environment type. In order not to increase the scope of PRINM's performance in the application scenario, we defined 336 that it would happen in just one day with pre-established actions for each user. Thus, for a better 337 understanding and contextualization of the scenario, we individually described the actions of each to generate the baseline of the classification precision metric. This matches that if the metric of the 378 algorithms intended to be used in the dataset is smaller than that of ZeroR, then it is not indicated 379 or appropriate to use these algorithms. Another objective of the algorithm is to predict the majority 380 class of the dataset, that is, it classifies unclassified data with the class that has the most instances in 381 the training data set [36] . Table 2 presents the tests performed to generate the baseline with the three 382 artificial data sets, using the cross-validation model value 10.
383 Table 2 . ZeroR baseline generator.
Artificial Data Set Classification Accuracy Majority Class
Target 80% OutTargetNone Period 80% OutPeriodNone Setting 75% OutSettingNone Table 2 shows that the baseline in all sets was above 70%, which, according to [37] , is considered 384 the appropriate mean for testing in WEKA of the precision metric of classification. The majority class 385 in each dataset references notifications that will not be notified to users in the smart environment, 386 indicating that these values have the most in their datasets. Defining the baseline in each data set, the 387 algorithms delimited in Subsection 2.1 were applied to identify whether they reach the percent of the 388 classification accuracy metric above the baseline of the ZeroR algorithm in each set of artificial data.
389 Table 3 presents the tests performed by applying the algorithms to the artificial data sets Target, Period 390 and Setting, and using the validation model cross validation with the value 10. Presenting Table 3 , we noticed that the percentage of the classification accuracy metric in all 392 algorithms was above the baseline generated by the previous In Table 4 , we identify the best adjustable parameters for each classification algorithm. Thus, 408 these parameters were used in the tests and comparisons presented in the following subsections. between the compared classification algorithms. It is portraying whether one algorithm has better or 455 worse rating performance than another, even if its rating accuracy metric percentage is higher or lower.
391
As for Friedman's statistical hypothesis test, we proceeded from the comparison made in the 458 previous subsection. The test was implemented in the R programming language, using the RStudio IDE 459 together with the Excel program to transform quantitative data (classification accuracy) into ordinal 460 qualitative data (ranking positions). As the Friedman test requires ordered data, the Excel program 461 was used to generate a ranking for each set of simulated data, and the rankings have the rankings of 462 each classification algorithm in each value of the seed generating randomness. Thus, the algorithm 463 that obtains the highest value of the classification precision metric at a given seed value will be ranked respectively. This did not happen when there was a tie between the algorithms.
475
Friedman's test was performed using an external package called "tools for R," using the CSV files 476 generated from the ranking of each artificial data set [38] . Figure 9 presents Friedman's tests performed 477 with the Target, Period and Setting sets.
478 Figure 9 . Friedman test.
In the Target set, all algorithms are statistically equal and obtained their averages from similar 479 placements, only the KNN algorithm obtained its slightly lower average placement. Starting with Real source data was collected by the mobile application installed on three different mobile devices,
513
representing the three users of the application scenario. The application collected notifications from 514 the three mobile phones for 24 hours, generating information in the JSON format of each notification.
515
For each JSON were extracted only the information corresponding to the attributes status, inPeriod 516 and inTarget, which coincide with the periods of each user within the dealership. Therefore, they 517 were extracted for the client user from 10:10 until 11:50 and 16:00 until 18:00, for the employee user 518 from 7:00 until 18:00 and the owner user from 7:30 until 10 pm Other notifications outside these 519 times respectively of each user were discarded. Therefore, 1377 notifications were received within 520 the defined times for the client user (mobile phone 1) being extracted 209, 813 for the employee user 521 (mobile phone 2) being extracted 399, and 413 for the owner user (mobile phone 3) being extracted 333.
522
The application scenario test aims to analyze the behavior and classification performance of 523 the J48 algorithm on the classification accuracy metric using predictive data from the test sets and 524 classifying them. However, after merging the predictive data from the two sources for generating test 525 sets, they were also merged into them, data classes following the same logic as the script that generated 526 the artificial data set Target, Period and Setting . This was necessary because it would not be possible to 527 show in this article all the values of the class attributes that the J48 algorithm would classify from the 528 predictive data of the test sets in the application scenario. Therefore, the test sets merged with the client, 529 employee, and owner-user class data were applied to the decision trees created by the J48 algorithm.
530
The results showed that the J48 algorithm was able to classify with 100 % accuracy new unclassified 531 data inserted in each decision tree. Thus, it is concluded that the J48 algorithm has the proper behavior 532 regarding the classification performance of notifications received in smart environments and that it is 533 the most viable for implementation in the PRINM DM mechanism that will be developed in UBIPRI. 
